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Abstract 
In order to establish an effective platform for individualized product development, the individualized product 
requirement expression forms were put forward. The diversity Semantic Network of product knowledge 
representation was researched based on the dualistic semantic network, and the product requirement framework 
model was established. Thereby the validity, reliability and consistency of the requirement expression process were 
ensured. Finally an example of customer requirement expression model about differential mechanism based on 
semantic network was described to satisfy with the individualized product design system. 
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1. Introduction
Individualized product focuses on the customer requirement and reflects customer expectation 
directly[1]. Customers put forward various individualized requirements which restrict the product design & 
development process. The requirements are transforming gradually from the original passive requirement 
catch into the active requirement expression driven by customers[2]. Accordingly, the reusing models of 
component knowledge based configuration are applied to engineering domains which continuously 
change[3], the requirement expression becomes an information link between customer and individualized 
product, the establishment of requirement expression and the accuracy, reliability of semantic description 
have a significant influence on individualized product.  
In the individualized product design process, customer requirement starts with customer’s own 
specific requirements, corporation acquires customer requirement of product systematicly and 
comprehensively, and regards each kind of requirements as the basis for product development process 
which customer could be accepted. Thus an in-depth study of customer requirement expression must be 
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required. This paper sets up product requirement expression model using semantic network, and makes 
customer express requirement for the product simply and directly and involve in product design. 
2. The structure meaning of Semantic Network
Semantic network is a kind of directed graph with label which is used to express knowledge and 
establish cognitive model[4], first it was used to express proposition information and now it is applied in 
expert system of knowledge representation extensively. In semantic network, the labeled node expresses 
thinking objects ü specific things, abstract concepts, status and situation etc. The labeled directed arc 
expresses relationship between objects that nodes represent. It comes from analyzing concepts in natural 
language, and its expression ability is the same as the first-order predicate logic. 
If the knowledge that you want to express is Unary, for example, to express Li Ming is a person, this 
can be expressed in predicate logic as MAN(LIMING). In semantic network it can be expressed as: 
The equivalent representation in predicate logic is ISa(LIMINGˈMAN). 
However, it is inefficient for predicate logic to express knowledge, it separates deduce from 
semantics of knowledge, this makes the deduce process longer and reduces system’s translation speed, 
predicate logic representation can only express a precise knowledge, and it is inflexible. Whereas, a great 
deal of human knowledge are inaccurate and fuzzy, so this limits the scope of expressing knowledge. 
Comparing with predicate logic, the directed graph semantic network has its unique advantages, in 
semantic network there are no other special requirements for nodes and edges, therefore, its description 
objects are broad. 
The advantages of semantic network are compared with predicate logic as follows: (1) the 
significant correlation can be expressed unambiguously; (2) the relevant facts can be deduced directly 
from connected nodes without searching through the entire knowledge base; (3) the hierarchy relation of 
inheritance attribute can be established; (4) the inheritance attribute can be deduced by three-step 
deductive reasoning; (5) it can establish state and action description. 
Firstly, the triple sequence semantic network is discussed as follows. 
Def. 1 The form of ((L1: L2:...: Ln:) N1, R, (M1: M2:...: Mt:) N2) are called triple sequence. Among this 
form L1: L2:...: Ln: and M1: M2:...: Mt: are labels, N1, N2 are nodes, and R is relation. While n Į 0 calls 
label Li is the modification of node N1, and while tĮ0 calls label Mj is the modification of node N2.
Among triple sequence there is modification label of its first and third item and no modification of 
the second. 
Def. 2 Triple sequence without prefix label is called main triple sequence, and with prefix label is 
called label triple sequence. 
Def. 3 A label triple sequence which does not modify node’s modification label is called non-nested 
label triple sequence, otherwise is called nested label triple sequence. 
Each sentence of product requirement expression is composed of a subnet of a main triple sequence 
and number of label triple sequences. 
For instance, with semantic network, a key is an ordinary flat key (width 6, height 6, length 80, flat 
key)  
((L1: L2: L3: L4:)key, is, ordinary flat key) 
L1:(head(key), is, flat), L2:(width b(key), is,6), 
L3:(high h(key), is,6), L4:(length l(key), is,80). 
The node head(key), width b(key), high h(key), length l(key) are Li  sets of function node. The label 
triple sequence’s semantic is head(key)= flat, width b(key)= 6, high h(key)= 6, length l(key)= 80. 
That is, the key is the flat head key, its width 6, height 6 and length 80. 
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Thus, the expression ability of semantic network is the same as predicate logic, also the deduce 
process of triple sequence is long, and it can only express a precise knowledge. However, a great deal of 
product requirement expression are inaccurate and fuzzy, this limits the scope of expressing knowledge. 
To solve this problem, the directed graph semantic network which is used to express knowledge and 
establish cognitive model should be focused on. It can express product knowledge requirement model 
and can also reason knowledge with interpreter. 
3. Semantic Network representation of product requirement 
Semantic network is a graphical representation of knowledge which is made up of nodes and arcs, or 
chains and lines[4]. Node is used to represent entities, concepts and situations, etc. and arc is used to 
represent the relationship between nodes. And from the front it can be found that semantic network can 
express unary relations without difficulty. 
3.1 Representation of Two-Element Semantic Network 
Two-Element semantic network consists of two-element relations which are the conjunction of one-
element relations essentially. It attempts to express knowledge using a group of semantic primitives in 
order to simplify representation and use simple knowledge to express the complex. 
For example, an Auto company customizes a number of final drivers to its part factory, describes 
their requirement as follows: drive ratio is 5.83, gear material is cast iron, and it should be unipolar, the 
gear pair is conical, the final driver is used at light or medium truck. Fig. 1 is the directed graph 
representation of the case. 
5.83 Cast Iron
Final Driver
Ratio
LightorMediumTruckDriving Bridge
UnipolarConical GearAuto chassis
Gear Material
Application
Gear Pair Number
Gear Pair
Isa Part
Isa Part
Figure 1. Express knowledge using semantic primitives.
3.2 Representation of Multi-Element Semantic Network 
Semantic network is a network structure, nodes are associated each other with chains. Actually, 
semantic network can only express two-element relations. If want to express the fact is multi-element 
relations, one way to resolve this conflict is to transform multi-element relations into combination of a set 
of two-element relations, or conjunction of two-element relations. Specifically, Multi-Element relation 
R(X1, X2,…, Xn) can always be converted into R1(X11,X12)ġR2(X21,X22) …ġ ġRn(Xn1,Xn2).
The following will research on Multi-Element semantic network. 
3.2.1 Representation of “and” relation 
According above stated, multi-element relations can be converted into “and” of two-element 
relations. As shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Semantic network expression of “and”. 
For example, a rear axle of a car, to determine computation load on driven gear according to engine 
maximum torque and change gear box ǿ file ratio, engine maximum torque Temax=230 1gm, change gear 
box ǿ file ratio i1 =5.657ˈmain drive ratio i0=6.142ˈfrom engine to driven gear the transmission 
efficiency ȘT =0.9. It expresses the fact by semantic network in Fig. 2 which introduces an additional 
node G1, expressing a particular transfer case. B15 is an object which is passed. 
The chain Giver, Object and Recipient connect to the node G1 are “and” relation. G1 expresses the 
transfer fact, transfer torque B15 =Tje=230×5.657×6.142×0.9=7192 1gm.
Therefore, connection without label expresses the “and” relationship in semantic network. 
3.2.2 Representation of “or” relation  
In semantic network, in order to distinguish with “and” relation, to fill “or” limit on the link of “or” 
relation, and mark DIS. 
For example, to express the type of final driver, a final driver is cone gear, its gear pair is screw or 
hyperboloid. ISa(Final Driver, Spiral Bevel Gear)ĢISa(Final Driver, Hyperbolic Bevel Gear), as shown 
in Fig. 3. 
Final Driver
Spiral Bevel Gear Hyperbolic Bevel Gear
Isa                                       Isa
DIS
Figure 3. Semantic network expression of “or”. 
If there is no “or” relation limit, this semantic network will be interpreted as ISa(A, B)ġPART-
OF(B, C).
3.2.3 Representation of “deny” relation 
To express “deny” relation, it can use ̚ISa and ̚PART OF or mark NEG, and can respectively 
express ̚(A ISa B) and ̚(B part of C). If need use semantic network to express ̚[ISa(A,B)ġPART
OF(B,C)]. Then, still can use ̚ISa and ̚PART-OF to express the fact. It can use NEG limit if you 
don’t want to change the form of this expression. For instance, in the rear bridge of a car, power 
transmission depends on the connection between driven gear and differential mechanism, now, driven 
gear connects with differential carrier, it is not a part of differential mechanism, and it generally is bevel 
gear but not cylindrical gear.  
As shown in Fig. 4, figure (a), (b) express ̚(driven gear ISa cylindrical gear) and ̚(driven gear 
part of differential mechanism), respectively, and figure (c) expresses ̚[ISa (driven gear, cylindrical 
gear)ġPART OF(driven gear, differential mechanism)]. 
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Figure 4. Semantic network expression of “deny”. 
3.2.4 Representation of “quantification” relation 
Existence quantification can directly be expressed using ISa links in semantic network, while 
universal quantification should be expressed with the segmentation method. As shown in Fig. 5. 
For example, to express the planet gear connects with the planet gear axis. This phrase means that 
there is quantification involved. Fig. 5(a) shows the corresponding semantic network expression. In the 
network node A expresses a given planet gear; node C expresses a given planet gear shaft, node B
expresses a given connection event. Event B consists of two parts, one is the initiative, the other is the 
passive. Nodes A, B and C connect “Isa” links with concept nodes of planet gear, connect and planet 
gear shaft. So Fig. 5(a) expresses existence quantification. 
It would like to express the fact that every planet gear connects with the planet gear shaft in 
differential mechanism, it can be expressed with predicate logic: (  X)PLANET GEAR (x)
(  y)[PLANET GEAR AXIS(y)ġCONNECT WITH (x,y)]. Above predicate formula contains a 
universal quantifier. The major difficulty of using semantic network for knowledge representation is how 
to deal with universal quantifier. One way to solve this problem is to divide semantic network into 
hierarchical collection of space. Each space corresponds to the scope of one or several variables. Fig. 5(b) 
is semantic network of the above fact, where space S1 is a specific division, it represents a claim: A 
planet gear connects with a planet gear shaft. 
Fr
om
Figure 5. Semantic network expression of “quantification”.
According to each planet gear is referred, the particular assertion, asserted G, is considered. 
Assertion G has two parts: The first part is the assertion itself, it shows assertion relationship which is 
called form. The second part expresses the special chain of universal quantifier which can express 
variables of a universal quantification. Node GS is a concept node, it expresses the universal general case, 
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and G is an instance of the GS. In this instance, there is only a universal quantifier A, this variable can 
represent each planet gear of differential mechanism, while the other two variables B and C are still 
considered as variables of existence quantification. In other words, this semantic network expresses there 
is a link fact B and a given planet gear shaft C to each planet gear A, which regards A as the passive 
connector and C as the initiative connector. 
4. Example 
Customer requirement may be very simple and intuitive, some features of the product, such as 
functionality, performance, structure, appearance need to be expressed through a certain form, enable 
customers to express their needful product simply and directly, and guide customer accurately to 
complete their needs according to the product inherent information. The semantic network representation 
provides support for a higher level of perceived contextualization and better mutual understanding[5]. It 
provides easily expressive semantic network and associated resources of information as the basis for the 
product requirement expression, enables customers to complete their requirement expression quickly, 
effectively and reasonably according to the established route, and reuses completed resources and results 
as far as possible in this process. 
One of crucial core parts of Auto rear axle is main retarder and differential mechanism. The power is 
transferred from the engine to the driving gear of main retarder, which passes through gearbox or torque 
divider via universal driving device. The driven gear is driven by the driving gear, and it is connected 
with differential’s left carrier by bolt, the power is delivered to differential carrier, then to left and right 
axles via differential spider, planet gear and half axle spline, finally the power drives two wheels. The 
structure of differential mechanism (planet gear axle is cross axle) as shown in Fig. 6. 
Figure 6. Differential mechanism chart. 
1 – bearing; 2 – right carrier; 3 – gasket; 4 – half axle gear;  
5 – washer;  6 – planet gear; 7 – driven gear; 8 – left carrier; 
 9 – differential spider; 10 – bolt 
The customer requirement expressions based on semantic network of differential mechanism are 
shown from Fig.1 to Fig. 5, the planet gear shaft should be unbent shaft, at the same time the planet gear 
of the differential should be straight bevel gear. The semantic network structure of differential demand 
expression is shown in Fig. 7.  
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Figure 7. Power transmission and internal structure of differential mechanism.
In this figure, the middle part has been explained previously, it means the fact that each planet gear 
connects with planet gear shaft. Space S1 is a specific division to represent a claim that a planet gear 
connects with a planet gear shaft. Assertion G has two parts: The first part is the assertion itself, and it 
shows assertion relationship which is called form. The second part expresses the special chain of 
universal quantifier which can express variables of a universal quantification. Node GS is a concept node, 
it expresses the universal general case, and G is an instance of GS.
A is only a universal quantifier that can represent each planet gear of differential mechanism, while 
the other two variables B and C are still considered as variables of existence quantification. B is a link 
fact, C is a given planet gear shaft and A expresses each planetary gear, so A is the passive connector and 
C is the initiative connector, namely the power is delivered from the planet gear shaft to the planet gear. 
Diagram D also is a connection event, in this connection, A is the initiative connector, axle shaft gear is 
the passive connector, here use an “and” relation, it expresses that axle gear is straight bevel gear and the 
left and right axles are symmetric, at the same time it connects with left and right axles, power is passed 
to the left and right axles through axle gear. This chart also uses “or” and “deny” relation, the “or” 
relation expresses planet gear shaft is cross or unbent, the “deny” relation expresses planet gear is neither 
a spiral bevel gear nor a hyperbolic bevel gear, but planet gear is meshing with half axle gear, so it can 
infer that planet gear is straight bevel gear. 
5. Conclusion
On the basis of analyzing individualized product requirement expression, the demand expression 
model based on semantic network was established. Firstly, the formal definition of semantic network was 
given, on the basis of this, this paper focused on how to use semantic network to express conjunction and 
quantification of predicate logic with example. Semantic network could express significant correlation 
explicitly and clearly, relevant facts could be inferred directly from its connected nodes without searching 
through the huge knowledge base, and it could take advantage of “ISa” etc. to establish inheritance 
hierarchy in semantic network, to deduct and reason inheritance hierarchy easily. Additionally, it could 
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use a small amount of labels on behalf of the basic concepts to establish the description of state & 
action[6]. Finally, a case of differential mechanism’s requirement expression according to the inherent law 
of product with semantic network was realized. 
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